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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3193

He guessed that only the strong people of Zhenmo Division could ignore this group of
students like this.

There are not many like this in Daxia.

After all, there is no god at all.

But if you talk about yourself, you must have a deep hatred for yourself.

Town Magic Division?

how is this possible?

That is the existence of legend.

Levi Garrison had nothing to do with them, no matter what.

Who would that be?

Someone you know?

Tiance Shenshuai and these people have that kind of strength.

He really can’t think of who?

There are many people who have hatred with him, but there are absolutely no such powerful
ones.

Can’t imagine who it is!
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No one else would have imagined such an existence!

“It can’t be done like this!!!”

Levi Garrison took Levilia directly to find Yan Zangsheng.

“Yan Zangsheng confesses the people behind you! Otherwise, I will kill you! It’s okay not to
save my daughter, but I can’t kill my daughter!”

After Levi Garrison arrived, he directly questioned Yan Zangsheng.

f*ck I don’t need you to detox.

Why the f*ck am I being polite to you?

Provoked, he may directly kill.

Levi Garrison’s intrusion directly disrupted the normal progress of Yan Zangsheng.

“One word side by side king, what are you doing?”

“Didn’t you see that the genius doctor was busy?”

…

Long Sanlongwu immediately scolded him because he was a god.

The others were also displeased.

No matter how much they respect Levi Garrison, they will be angry at this critical moment.

“What’s wrong?”

Yan Zangsheng raised his head and asked.

“The man behind you ruined my daughter’s ice bed! Now she’s got a poison attack…”
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Hearing this, Yan Zangsheng looked at Levilia, a trace of unbearable flashed in his eyes.

But then it returned to normal, looking at Levi Garrison and said coldly: “What does your
daughter’s matter have to do with me? I didn’t do it! And I won’t detoxify your daughter, so
why are you looking for me?”

Yan Zangsheng guessed that he really wanted to take action to detoxify Levilia.

He just glanced at it and knew how serious Levilia’s toxin attack was now.

But he can’t!

Resolutely not to mix things up with Levi Garrison!

Levi Garrison sneered: “I understand, it’s a group of people who control you not to detoxify
my daughter and destroy my daughter’s ice bed!”

“Tell me who is behind the control of you? Otherwise I’ll kill you!”

“Boom…”

Levi Garrison’s terrifying murderous aura overflowed.

Covers everything here.

“Levi Garrison, what are you doing???”

“You still want to kill the magician?”

Long San and Long Wu immediately stopped in front of Levi Garrison.

“It is absolutely impossible to stand shoulder to shoulder with the king!”

The four leaders of Yanlongwei rushed up and hugged Levi Garrison.

Now Yan Zangsheng is the baby of Daxia.
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How could Levi Garrison be killed?

“Okay, very good! I’ll find them sooner or later! Just wait!”

“And I can solve my daughter’s poison myself! I can do it without you!”

Levi Garrison left after leaving a sentence.

Yan Zangsheng didn’t raise his head the whole time, and his expression didn’t change.

I don’t care about Levi Garrison at all.

But he said silently in his heart: “I hope you will never meet them, otherwise your end will be
miserable!”

difficult!

Everything is so hard now!

Not only could they not find a way to treat Levilia, but some people frantically prevented
Levilia from detoxifying.

Levi Garrison collapsed a little.

Why haven’t the people from Zhen Mosi appeared?

Why can’t I find the second half of the Poison Sutra?

After the dark doctor who came to know all this, he also sighed for a while.

Even more angry!

I’m still brooding about the ice bed being destroyed!

“Mr. Ye, it’s now a critical moment!”
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“In abnormal times, you have to use abnormal methods! In the past, there were many evil
methods to detoxify! But we stopped them all!”

“There are quite a few ways to crook the door! But even if it can be detoxified, the side
effects will be huge. For example, the whole person is completely crazy, completely reduced
to a demon and this kind of heresy…”

“Therefore, many people who offered bounties offered such methods or poisons used to
fight poison with poison were rejected by us one by one!”

“But now Levilia is like this, I suggest starting from this direction! No matter what Levilia will
become, no matter what he will be, detoxify first!”

…

Doctor Dark said a last resort.

Levi Garrison was silent.

He didn’t want to touch this evil method.

He wanted to detoxify Levilia, and he wanted Levilia to recover normally without any side
effects.

But even if this evil method is detoxified, it will not make Levilia normal.

This is something Levi Garrison is unwilling to touch even when he dies.

But now there is no way.

Had to resort to this wicked method.

“Let me think about it first?”

Levi Garrison is very chaotic.

I don’t want to make any decisions on this for now.
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But soon an unexpected thing happened –

At this time, Hydra actually contacted Levi Garrison.

Claiming they have an antidote.

It depends on whether Levi Garrison believes it or not.

Trade if you believe…
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